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ABSTRACT

In the present work, we analyze Solar Ultraviolet Measurement of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) observa-
tions of a solar limb flare that occurred on 1999May 9. The analyzed data cover a time span of around 6.4 hr,
during which anM-7.6 flare erupted and decayed in the field of view. Two selected regions along the SUMER
slit have been considered for quantitative analysis. The main purpose of the present analysis is to measure the
mass motions and the nonthermal velocities of the postflare plasmas and their temporal evolution. To achieve
this we use lines having formation temperatures in the 2:5� 106 to 2� 107 K range from which we derive net
mass motions and nonthermal velocities and compare them with the properties of the surrounding plasma
not affected by the flare activity. To understand the physical conditions of the flaring plasma and of the
surrounding material, we derive electron temperature, electron density, and emission measures of the
emitting plasma. We find that bulk motions, initially of the order of several hundreds of kilometers per sec-
ond in both directions, decay within 10 minutes from the flare onset; nonthermal velocities decay to preflare
values of around 30 km s�1 in less than 2 hr from the maximum value of around 100 km s�1 at flare onset. The
measured electron density does not seem to change during activity, while the flare plasma temperature
steadily decays to preflare values. The temperature evolution is consistent with a radiatively cooling plasma,
although the uncertainties associated to the measurement of the variation of thermal energy of the flare
plasma prevent a definitive conclusion on possible continuous heating of the flaring plasma.

Subject headings: Sun: corona — Sun: flares — Sun: UV radiation

1. INTRODUCTION

A solar flare is a manifestation of an energy release in the
solar upper atmosphere that starts suddenly and persists for
minutes to hours thereafter. The released energy, inevitably,
causes mass motions and turbulences over the heated
plasma region. With the use of high spectral and spatial res-
olution spectrometers, the profiles of spectral lines emitted
by the high-temperature plasmas can be measured, thus
enabling a determination of the generated mass motions
and their magnitudes and locations. Since some models pro-
vide quantitative predictions on mass motions in hot solar
flare plasmas, it is hoped that they could be validated or
rejected when compared to the actual observations.

Over the last several decades a large number of flare
models were proposed. Detailed reviews of such models
have been written by Švestka (1976), Priest (1987), and
Priest & Forbes (2002). In general, models postulate that
during flares’ initial phase, energy is released into coronal
loop–like formations. The deposited energy initially heats
the plasma in the vicinity of the released site that typically is
assumed to be near the tops of coronal loops. From there it
is carried down, mostly by conduction, along magnetic field
lines into the denser layers of the chromosphere. The pres-
sure in the heated plasma regions increases dramatically,
causing the latter to expand (evaporate) upward into the less
dense regions. The expansion velocity of the heated plasma
is expected to reach a velocity approaching 1000 km s�1,
and usually expansion lasts only a fewminutes.

The source of flare energy is usually assumed to originate
from the annihilation of magnetic field via some reconnec-
tion process. This happens when two parallel magnetic field
lines with opposite signs move closer together, approach a
neutral line, and eventually reconnect. When this occurs
(i.e., Petschek 1964) a sudden burst of energy will be
released and will cause the plasma to heat to very high tem-
peratures. This energy release accelerates the plasma along
a direction approximately parallel to the neutral line, with
speeds of up to 1000 km s�1. As for the chromospheric evap-
oration, such motions last only a fewminutes.

Clearly, plasma velocities as measured by high-
resolution, stigmatic spectrometers from line shifts can
provide valuable constraints on theoretical flare models
based on reconnection. Spectrometers can also provide
valuable measurements of nonthermal velocities from line
profiles, as well as electron densities and temperatures from
line intensity ratios.

The aim of the present work is to analyze a Solar Ultra-
violet Measurement of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) spec-
trum of the plasma above an M-7.6 flare observed on 1999
May 9 and to measure bulk motions and nonthermal veloc-
ities. Plasma nonthermal velocities are measured across the
whole period of observations, which starts around 2 hr
before the flare eruption and lasts around 4 hr in the decay
phase; bulk motions are observed only during the flare
onset. By measuring electron temperatures and electron
densities from line ratios one can compare radiative losses
and thermal energy during the flare decay phase and deter-
mine whether continuous energy input is necessary for
maintaining the observed plasma conditions. Since the
SUMER spectrum does not include many density diagnos-1 In service at the Naval Research Laboratory,Washington, DC 20375.
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tic line pairs from ions formed at flare temperatures, the
plasma emission measure is also determined from observed
line intensities: from this quantity and simple geometrical
assumptions it is possible to check estimates of the electron
density that were done using line ratios.

Earlier studies of the same flare investigated the plasma
evolution during the flare onset by using SUMER spectra
and images from broadband instruments (Innes et al. 2001).
The quantitative diagnostic results obtained in the present
work for the flare decay phase will complement the Innes et
al. (2001) observational results.

Section 2 reviews the diagnostic results obtained from
earlier flare observations; x 3 introduces the instrument and
the observations, while x 4 describes the analysis and reports
the results. The latter are summarized in x 5.

2. EARLIER OBSERVATIONS OF LINE SHIFTS AND
WIDTHS IN SOLAR FLARE PLASMAS

The majority of earlier studies involving shifts and widths
of spectral lines emitted by 107 K solar flare plasmas were
performed at X-ray wavelengths. In a few cases, similar
studies were also performed on flare lines at far-ultraviolet
(FUV) wavelengths.

Most high-resolution spectral studies from flares were
conducted with Bragg X-ray spectrometers, having a wide
field of view. This broad field of view made the line width
determination very difficult because line widths were the
combination of (1) instrumental properties, (2) spatial
factors, and (3) Doppler widths or shifts. Although in well-
calibrated spectrometers the instrumental contribution is
well known and can be removed, spatial and motion contri-
butions are intertwined. Moreover, net mass motions in
flares can be assessed from high-resolution spectra only if
an absolute wavelength calibration is available. Unfortu-
nately, the X-ray spectrometers that were used in past obser-
vations did not have an onboard light source that could
unambiguously provide an absolute wavelength scale. Fur-
thermore, the X-ray wavelength range does not include lines
from cold nonflaring regions that can be used as standards.
For this reason, determining absolute wavelength shifts
using X-ray spectrometers was a difficult task.

High-resolution, stigmatic spectrometers operating in the
extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) or in the FUV have the dis-
advantage that their field of view is restricted by a narrow slit,
resulting in significant pointing challenges. However, when
they are properly pointed and the observations succeed, it
becomes possible to make unambiguous measurements of
line widths. Plasma net motions and nonthermal mass
motions can also be accurately studied because at the longer
wavelengths lines from much colder temperature regions are
often found in close proximity to the flare lines, thus enabling
the determination of a stationary frame of reference.

The first generation of X-ray spectrometers that were suf-
ficiently accurate to obtain line shifts and line profiles were
launched into space in the late 1970s and early 1980s during
the maximum of solar cycle 21. The Solflex X-ray spectrom-
eter was launched into space in 1979 on board the US Air
Force P78-1 (Doschek 1983). The bent crystal spectrometer
(BCS) and the flat crystal spectrometer (FCS) were
launched in 1980 on the NASA Solar Maximum Mission
(Acton et al. 1980), and the soft X-ray spectrometer on the
Japanese spacecraft Hinotori (Tanaka 1983) was launched
in 1981. These spectrometers recorded numerous high-

resolution spectra emitted by He-like and H-like ions at
wavelengths smaller than 10 Å. Line profiles from Fe xxv,
Ca xix, Ca xx, and Mg xii spectra provided information on
mass motions. In general, the analysis indicated that during
the onset phase of flares the nonthermal mass motions were
largest. From then on they continuously decreased until late
in the decay phase when they attained some minimum value
(Doschek, Kreplin, & Feldman 1979; Antonucci, Gabriel,
& Dennis 1984). In the case of large flares, nonthermal mass
motions were typically 150 km s�1 near flare onset and later
near the end of the decay phase they decrease to ’60 km
s�1. Mariska, Doschek, & Bentley (1993) and Mariska
(1994) used Yohkoh BCS spectra of Fe xxv, Ca xix, and
S xv emitted by several hundred flares during cycle 22 to
derive velocity shifts, and they found an average line-of-
sight velocity early in the rise phase of flares of 76, 63, and
58 km s�1, respectively. For most flares the average blue-
shifted component during flare onset was on the order of
150–300 km s�1. In extreme cases blueshifts during the flare
onset can reach values as high as 800 km s�1 (Feldman et al.
1980; Antonucci et al. 1982). For a more detailed review, see
Feldman (1996).

Until late 1995, when the Solar and Heliospheric Observa-
tory (SOHO) was launched into space, the only long-wave-
length high spectral resolution instrument, which could
determine Doppler motions in a flare line, was the NRL
SO82b FUV spectrometer on board Skylab (Bartoe et al.
1977). The SO82b spectrometer on board Skylab recorded
spectra from several small- and moderate-size flares. The
dominant flare line in the SO82b spectrometer range
(1100 G < � < 2000 Å) was the bright 1354 Å Fe xxi line
typically emitted from 107 K plasma. Cheng, Feldman, &
Doschek (1979) studied the profile of the 1354 Å line, find-
ing that from the flare peak until late into the decay phase,
the central wavelength of the 1354 Å Fe xxi line never devi-
ated from the average by more than 0.05 Å. This implies
that no bulk motion of the high-temperature plasma greater
than 10 km s�1 occurred during the observations. Assuming
that the temperature during the time at which the Fe xxi line
was emitted was on the order of 1� 107 K, the nonthermal
mass motion in the flaring plasma varied between 0 and 60
km s�1. The observations reported by Cheng et al. (1979)
indicate that as a rule the nonthermal mass motions in the
flaring regions decrease with time.

In a recent paper Innes et al. (2001) used line profiles of
the 721 Å Fe xx line and other coronal lines that were
recorded by SUMER on SOHO to analyze Doppler
motions during the explosive phase of the 1999 May 9 flare.
By using data from SUMER, SOHO/Extreme-Ultraviolet
Imaging Telescope (EIT), Yohkoh/Soft X-Ray Telescope
(SXT), the Mirror Coronagraph for Argentina ground-
based coronagraph and SOHO/Large Angle and Spectro-
metric Coronagraph Experiment, Innes et al. (2001) deter-
mined that the flare triggered a large partial halo coronal
mass ejection (CME). During the onset phase a considerable
fraction of the flare plasma imaged on the spectrometer slit
exhibited motions that were as large as 550 km s�1. Innes et
al. (2001) speculated that the large shifts in the SUMER
field of view result from an interaction of a shock wave with
an active region loop structure. Under this assumption, a
shock that was generated during the flare onset at low alti-
tudes hit a preexisting active region loop structure and dis-
rupted it, accelerating its plasma and heating the local
plasma to more than 107 K. However, Innes et al. (2001)
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do not provide quantitative support to the shock wave sce-
nario and do not take into account the possibility of shock
damping by plasma viscosity, as described by Peres & Reale
(1993). A description of plasma heating by shocks can be
found in Priest (1987) and Flower & Pineau des Forêts
(1976).

3. INSTRUMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

3.1. The SUMER Instrument and the High-Temperature
Spectral Lines in Its Range

The SUMER instrument is a high spectral and spatial res-
olution normal incidence slit spectrometer. The instrument
radiometric efficiency was calibrated before and during the
mission (Schühle et al. 2000). For more details regarding
SUMER and its modes of operation see Wilhelm et al.
(1995).

The spectra analyzed in this paper were recorded through
a 100 � 30000 slit, directed at a fixed position in the corona,
about 10000 off the northwest limb. The spatial resolution
along the slit was about 100 (given by the pixel size of 100). Its
wavelength coverage during the flare observations was 780–
1610 Å in first order and 500–805 Å in second order, and the
corresponding spectral resolutions were ’43 and ’22 m Å.
During a single exposure, the wavelength range is limited to
43 Å (in first order). In this sequence, the wavelength was
shifted by ’20 Å after each 300 s exposure. To observe the
full range required ’38 exposures and ’3 hr and 20
minutes. The spectral scan was repeated twice; the two scans
will be referred to as ‘‘ flare 1 ’’ and ‘‘ flare 2.’’ The start and
end times of the scans are displayed in Figure 1, superposed
on a diagram of X-ray flux as measured by the GOES-8 sat-
ellite in the 1–8 and 0.5–4 Å wavelength ranges. The X-ray
flux gives the time of the flare eruption and decay.

Forbidden transitions between levels within the ground
configuration 2s22pk (k ¼ 0; 5) of highly ionized ions
belonging to the Be, B, C, N, O, and F isoelectronic sequen-
ces and between levels within the first excited configurations
in Be (2s2p) and Ne (2s22p53s) isoelectronic sequences can
be observed by SUMER. In addition, allowed lines between

levels of the second and first excited configurations in He-
like ions (1s2s–1s2p) for elements between Ne and Ca are
also expected in the SUMER spectral range. A detailed list
of lines that were observed by SUMER and are emitted by
flaring plasmas and their wavelengths and identifications is
given in Curdt et al. (2000) and Feldman et al. (2000). Most
of these lines are suitable for studies of flare temperatures
and dynamics. The lines that we used in the present study
are listed in Table 1, together with their temperature range
of formation and observation time.

3.2. Data Reduction

The spectra emitted during the 1999 May 9 flare were de-
stretched and corrected for the flat-field calibration by using
the standard SUMER software. The lines listed in Table 1
were fitted with a Gaussian profile and a constant back-
ground. The fit provided line centroids and width in detec-
tor pixel units, total line intensity, and the background level.
Intensities were converted to photons cm�2 s�1 arcsec�2

using the latest SUMER intensity calibration (as of 2002
February 6), which includes the postrecovery effects.

Line centroids were converted from pixel number into
wavelengths by using a pixel-to-wavelength relation derived
from the observations themselves, by using chromospheric
lines available within each of the spectral sections. Since the
observations were carried out above the solar limb,
the observed lines from neutrals or singly ionized ions are
the result of scattered light emitted on the disk. Being emit-
ted from the entire disk, these scattered-light lines are
assumed to be at their rest position. The laboratory meas-
urements of their rest wavelengths and their pixel centroids
allow an unambiguous determination of an absolute wave-
length scale.

Line widths (measured in pixels) were converted into
FWHM (measured in angstroms) by using the known rela-
tion between pixel size and angstrom scale. The resulting
FWHM D� for a given line can be expressed as

D� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D�instð Þ2þ4 ln 2

�2
0

c2
2kTi

M
þ �2

� �s
; ð1Þ

where D�inst is the instrumental width, �0 is the unshifted
wavelength of the line under consideration, c is the speed of
light, k is the Boltzmann constant, Ti is the ion temperature
assumed to be equal to the electron temperature Te,M is the
atom mass, and � is the speed of the nonthermal mass
motion of the emitting ions. The instrumental contributions
to the measured line widths have been removed by using the
SUMER software, so that D�inst can be omitted from equa-
tion (1) for the rest of the present work.

Measured D� values have been used to determine non-
thermal mass motions, as described in x 4. The large number
of different elements whose highly ionized lines are observed
by SUMER during the 1999 May 9 flare provides a unique
opportunity to study mass motions for many elements with
atomic numberZ ranging from 10 to 28.

4. RESULTS

The EIT on SOHO and SXT on Yohkoh provided us with
context images of the flaring region observed by SUMER.
Figure 2 displays the EIT images in the Fe xii 195 Å channel
and the SXT AlMg images before and after the occurrence

Fig. 1.—Diagram of the solar X-ray flux in the 1–8 and 0.5–4 Å wave-
length ranges as measured by the GOES-8 satellite. The start and end times
of both SUMER full spectral scans are superposed to theGOES-8 data; the
flare erupted slightly before 18:00 UT during the flare 1 full spectral scan.
The abscissa is scaled in seconds after the start of sequence flare 1.
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of the flare. The SUMER slit is superposed on the images.
The EIT 195 Å channel is sensitive primarily to lines emitted
by ð1 3Þ � 106 K plasmas, although it cannot resolve indi-
vidual spectral lines. During flares a Ca xvii (’5� 106 K)
and a Fe xxiv [ð1 2Þ � 107 K] line also appear in the EIT
195 Å band. The SXT images show the structure of the hot-
ter loops (T > 4� 106 K). Preflare images show that the slit
crossed a region of complex loop structures in the corona
above a large active region. Comparison of the SXT and

TABLE 1

Lines Used in the Present Analysis

Wavelength

(Å)

Time 2.5–5.0MK 5.0–8.0MK Greater than 8.0MK

15:24:20 .... . . . Cr xviii 793.16 . . .

. . . Ni xix 794.61 . . .

. . . . . . Si xiii 814.72

. . . Co xix 820.02 . . .

. . . . . . Fe xx 821.71

15:29:32 .... . . . . . . Si xiii 814.72

. . . Co xix 820.02 . . .
15:34:45 .... Ti xvi 861.80 . . . . . .

15:39:57 .... Ti xvi 861.80 . . . . . .

Ca xiv 880.40 . . . . . .

15:45:09 .... Ca xiv 880.40 . . . . . .
15:50:20 .... Ti xv 919.73 . . . . . .

15:55:33 .... Ti xv 919.73 . . . . . .

Ca xiv 943.58 . . . . . .

K iii 945.88 . . . . . .
16:00:46 .... Ca xiv 943.58 . . . . . .

K iii 945.88 . . . . . .

Ti xvi 968.87 . . . . . .
. . . Fe xviii 974.85 . . .

16:05:59 .... Ti xvi 968.87 . . . . . .

. . . Fe xviii 974.85 . . .

K iii 994.44 . . . . . .
. . . Mg xi 997.46 . . .

16:11:11 .... K iii 994.44 . . . . . .

. . . Mg xi 997.46 . . .

Ar xii 1018.79 . . . . . .
16:16:23 .... Ar xii 1018.79 . . . . . .

16:21:35 .... . . . Mg xi 1043.28 . . .

Ar xii 1054.59 . . . . . .
16:26:47 .... . . . Mg xi 1043.28 . . .

Ar xii 1054.59 . . . . . .

16:32:00 .... Ca xiv 2 � 545.23 . . . . . .

Ca xv 1098.48 . . . . . .
16:37:13 .... . . . . . . Fe xix 1118.08

16:42:25 .... . . . . . . Fe xix 1118.08

16:47:37 .... Fe xvii 1153.15 . . . . . .

Ca xiv 2 � 579.85 . . . . . .
16:52:49 .... Fe xvii 1153.15 . . . . . .

Ca xiv 2 � 579.85 . . . . . .

. . . Mn xvii 1167.81 . . .

. . . . . . Fe xix 2 � 592.23

16:58:03 .... . . . Mn xvii 1167.81 . . .

. . . . . . Fe xix 2 � 592.23

17:24:24 .... Ca xiv 1291.61 . . . . . .
17:45:16 .... Ca xv 1375.96 . . . . . .

17:55:43 .... Cr xvi 1410.58 . . . . . .

18:00:56 .... . . . . . . Fe xx 2 � 721.55

18:06:08 .... . . . . . . Fe xx 2 � 721.55

18:11:21 .... . . . Cr xvii 1481.48 . . .

18:16:35 .... . . . Cr xvii 1481.48 . . .

18:32:15 .... . . . . . . Ni xxi 2 � 779.45

. . . . . . Fe xxi 2 � 786.03

18:37:28 .... . . . . . . Fe xxi 2 � 786.03

18:44:09 .... . . . Cr xviii 793.16 . . .

. . . Ni xix 794.61 . . .

. . . . . . Si xiii 814.72

. . . Co xix 820.02 . . .

. . . . . . Fe xx 821.71

18:49:21 .... . . . . . . Si xiii 814.72

. . . . . . Fe xx 821.71

. . . . . . Fe xxii 845.57

18:54:34 .... . . . . . . Fe xxii 845.57

TABLE 1—Continued

Wavelength

(Å)

Time 2.5–5.0MK 5.0–8.0MK Greater than 8.0MK

18:59:46 .... . . . . . . Si xiii 878.69

Ca xiv 880.40 . . . . . .
19:04:57 .... . . . . . . Si xiii 878.69

Ca xiv 880.40 . . . . . .

. . . . . . Ni xxiii 910.91

19:10:09 .... . . . . . . Ni xxiii 910.91

19:15:22 .... Ca xiv 943.58 . . . . . .

19:20:35 .... Ca xiv 943.58 . . . . . .

Ti xvi 968.87 . . . . . .

. . . Fe xviii 974.85 . . .
19:25:48 .... Ti xvi 968.87 . . . . . .

. . . Fe xviii 974.85 . . .

K iii 994.44 . . . . . .
. . . Mg xi 997.46 . . .

19:30:59 .... K iii 994.44 . . . . . .

. . . Mg xi 997.46 . . .

. . . . . . Mn xxi 1005.86

Ar xii 1018.79 . . . . . .

19:36:11 .... Ar xii 1018.79 . . . . . .

19:41:23 .... . . . Mg xi 1043.28 . . .

Ar xii 1054.59 . . . . . .
19:46:36 .... . . . . . . Fe xxiii 1079.42

Ar xii 1054.59 . . . . . .

19:51:49 .... . . . . . . Fe xxiii 1079.42

Ca xv 1098.48 . . . . . .
19:57:02 .... Ca xv 1098.48 . . . . . .

. . . . . . Fe xix 1118.08

20:02:14 .... . . . . . . Fe xix 1118.08

. . . . . . Fe xx 2 � 567.83

20:07:26 .... . . . . . . Fe xx 2 � 567.83

Fe xvii 1153.15 . . . . . .

Ca xiv 2 � 579.85 . . . . . .
20:12:39 .... Fe xvii 1153.15 . . . . . .

. . . Mn xvii 1167.81 . . .

. . . . . . Fe xxi 585.77

. . . . . . Fe xix 2 � 592.23

20:17:52 .... . . . Mn xvii 1167.81 . . .

. . . . . . Fe xxi 585.77

. . . . . . Fe xix 2 � 592.23

. . . . . . Cr xx 1205.73

20:44:14 .... Ca xiv 1291.61 . . . . . .

20:49:26 .... . . . . . . Fe xix 1328.79

20:54:39 .... . . . . . . Fe xix 1328.79

20:59:52 .... . . . . . . Fe xxi 1354.06

21:05:05 .... . . . . . . Fe xx 2 � 679.27

Ca xv 1375.96 . . . . . .

21:15:31 .... Cr xvi 1410.58 . . . . . .
21:20:45 .... . . . . . . Fe xx 2 � 721.55

21:25:58 .... . . . . . . Fe xx 2 � 721.55

21:31:11 .... . . . Cr xvii 1481.48 . . .
21:36:24 .... . . . Cr xvii 1481.48 . . .
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EIT images suggests that the plasma near the limb, below
the position of the SUMER slit, contains several hot loop
structures that do not extend into the corona. The bright
loop system in the EIT image (Fig. 2a) crosses the top por-
tion of the slit disrupted during the flare onset (Innes et al.
2001). In the postflare SXT images (Figs. 2e and 2f ), a faint
elongated X-ray structure can be seen just north of the posi-
tion of these preflare EUV loops. At flare onset high-
velocity red- and blueshifts in the Fe xx line were seen from
this position. The structures left after the impulsive phase of
the flare do not show fast evolution but rather give the
impression of gradually cooling loop systems. In particular,
the loops crossing the southern half of the slit appear as a
bright blur in the images around 18:15, just after flare onset.
An hour or two later, they become distinct soft X-ray struc-
tures and EUV loops.

4.1. Intensity Distribution along the Slit

A first cut at understanding the emitting plasma can be
given through the study of the intensity distribution along

the slit. Figure 3 displays the intensity of a few lines before
the flare occurred. In order to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio, intensities along the slit direction were derived by a 4
pixel binning process. The temperatures of the maximum
abundance for the ions reported in Figure 3 are rather differ-
ent: these are logT ¼ 6:5, 6.6, 6.8, and 6.9 for Ca xiv,
Ca xv, Fe xviii, and Fe xix, respectively (Mazzotta et al.
1998). A close inspection of Figure 3 reveals the presence of
four distinct regions centered approximately at pixels 110,
140, 170, and 210. The bright regions associated with the
Ca xiv emitting plasmas (Te ’ 3� 106 K; regions around
pixels 110 and 140) have very different EUV emission. The
feature at pixel 110 is associated with a bright EUV loop
complex extending from the northern edge of the active
region, but there are only faint, isolated EUV loops in the
region around pixel 140. This suggests, in agreement with
the relative intensities of the SUMER lines, that the north-
ern feature is colder than the feature at pixel 140, which pre-
sumably has a temperature around 5 MK in the Ca xv,
Fe xviii, and Fe xix temperature range. The region associ-
ated with the strong Fe xix and weak Ca xiv emission

so
la

r 
N

-S
 (

ar
cs

ec
)

so
la

r 
N

-S
 (

ar
cs

ec
)

solar E-W (arcsec) solar E-W (arcsec) solar E-W (arcsec)

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2.—EIT 195 Å (top) and SXT AlMg (bottom) images of the observed active region. The SUMER slit is superposed on the field of view. In the SXT
image at 18:17, the bright flare loop, the cause of the saturation spike, has been patched from a short-exposure image taken at 18:18:20. The horizontal lines on
the slit show the regions selected for more detailed analysis and discussed in x 4. The left-hand images were taken before the flare, the center ones immediately
after the impulsive phase of the flare, that occurred at around 17:55UT, and the right ones in the later phases.
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centered on pixel 210 is the only region that can be seen in
the preflare SXT image. Postflare emission from this region
was also seen during the decay of the flare (Figs. 4 and 5). It
is difficult to say whether it is the same region seen prior to
the flare onset or a new region that appeared at the same
place during the eruption of the flare under study.

It is clear from Figure 3 that the spatial distribution along
the slit of the emitting plasma before the onset of the flare is
far from isothermal. Hotter material is present around
(binned) pixel 210, where Fe xix is strongest, and colder
material is present around (binned) pixel 110, where Ca xiv

is strongest and the other ions are weaker. The various
intensity peaks along the slit indicate the presence of several
distinct looplike structures at different temperatures.

Figures 4 and 5 display intensity profiles along the slit
after the flare has occurred. Figure 4 reports high-tempera-
ture flare lines only; Figure 5 reports coronal lines typically
observed in hot active regions, already observed before the
flare onset. The first thing to be noted is that very hot
plasma (i.e., Fe xxi and Fe xxiii) appeared along the north
half of the slit (left in Figs. 3, 4, and 5), while cooler plasma
(represented by Ca xiv emission) appeared on the southern
half (right). The northern emission is from the area around
the faint SXT jetlike structure pointing straight out of the

northern part of the active region. The intensity profiles of
the cooler (i.e., 3� 106 K) coronal ions are strikingly differ-
ent from the preflare ones: Their emission has moved south-
ward and has disappeared from the places where it was
before the flare. In their place, the hot, flare ions are stron-
gest, whose emission pattern suggests that the preexisting
loop structures were displaced or heated. However, a resid-
ual emission from the 3� 106 K plasma is still present along
the line of sight of the heated, central region. The emission
of intermediate-temperature ions such as Fe xix receives
contributions from both the flaring plasma and the coronal
one. The intensity distribution of the flaring region under-
goes some slow evolution with time.

The right panels in Figures 3, 4, and 5 display the FWHM
of the lines at their left. The FWHM is related to the non-
thermal mass motions, to the temperature of the emitting
ion, and to the wavelength of the line. Changes along the slit
length can be due to variations in the former two quantities.
The FWHM of the cooler plasma does not show variations
along the slit length, while in some cases flare lines exhibit
some differences. It is interesting to note the abrupt increase
of the FWHM of the Fe xviii 974 Å line in Figure 5 and of
the Fe xix 1118 Å line in Figure 4. These changes occur
where the flare lines start to be observable and suggest that

Fig. 3.—Left: Intensity profile along the SUMER slit, for lines observed before the flare onset. Right: Line width profile along the SUMER slit. In both
plots, the position along the slit goes from north (left) to south (right). Vertical lines indicate the two spatial windows analyzed in detail in xx 4.3–4.6.
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the intensity of these two transitions is emitted by cooler
plasma for positions south of pixel 200 and by flare plasma
northward.

The effects of the initial phase of the flare were seen in the
SUMER spectra observed at 17:55 and 18:00 UT; by then,
the SUMER spectrometer was observing the 1397–1435
and 1416–1456 Å spectral ranges, respectively. The initial
phase was analyzed by Innes et al. (2001). In the present
paper we will concentrate on the conditions of the flare
plasma starting some 10 minutes after the flare onset.

4.2. MassMotions in the Decay Phase of the Flare

The fast motions reported by Innes et al. (2001) in the
flaring plasma within the first 300 s of the flare onset,
observed through the strong line shifts of a Fe xx line, fade
away already in the following frame at 18:06 UT, where the
same Fe xx line is also observed, and never occur again dur-
ing the remaining 4 hr of observations. Plasma motions
remain within 20 km s�1. Figure 6 shows plasma velocities
measured in a sample of coronal and flare lines observed
after the flare onset. Velocities are calculated as absolute
values, taking as the rest wavelengths of the flare lines the
values listed in Feldman et al. (2000). Positive velocities in
the figure indicate redshifts, and negative velocities indicate

blueshifts. At several detector locations along the wave-
length dispersion direction the lowest 50 pixels of the slit
image are somewhat distorted, thus affecting the wavelength
scale: any velocity measurements in these cases are unreli-
able. Since the Fe xviii, xx, xxiii and Ni xxiii lines were
affected by this problem, their velocities for slit pixel posi-
tions smaller than 50 have been omitted from Figure 6.

Figure 6 clearly demonstrates the absence of any plasma
motions larger than 20 km s�1 along the line of sight for any
hot lines, and in particular for flare lines. The absence of
motions after the initial phase of the flare has been docu-
mented in the past in a number of strong flares by several
authors (see the review of Doschek 1990), who note that
many flares exhibit fast blueshift in the onset phase up to
400 km s�1 (Feldman, Cheng, & Doschek 1982; Doschek et
al. 1980) but few motions afterward; Kliem et al. (2002)
noted that velocities in the 100–150 km s�1 range appeared
in SUMER spectra up to 20 minutes after the flare explo-
sion but they disappear afterward. However, recently Czay-
kowska et al. (1999) documented blueshift and redshifts in a
system of postflare loops 1 hr after the flare rise by using
spectra from the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS)
on board SOHO; they argue that these motions can provide
evidence for a continuous chromospheric evaporation into
the postflare loops.

Fig. 4.—Same as Fig. 3 but for high-temperature lines observed after the flare onset
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4.3. Plasma Diagnostics with Line Intensity Ratios

In order to carry out some more quantitative studies on
the flare plasma, two regions have been selected along the
slit, and the plasma emission has been summed in each of
them. The two spatial windows are marked in Figures 3–6.
We will refer to the left window (the northern one) as win-
dow 1 and to the right one (the southern one) as window 2.

Line intensity ratio techniques have been used in order to
determine the plasma electron density and temperature.
Theoretical estimates for density-sensitive and temperature-
sensitive line ratios have been made by using the CHIANTI
database (Dere et al. 1997, 2001; Landi et al. 1999). It is very
important to note, however, that CHIANTI calculations,
like most calculations available in the literature, are made
assuming time-independent ionization equilibrium. While
this assumption is believed to hold for the preflare plasma,
and most probably for the postflare plasma at 3� 106 K,
since it does not show any relation to the flare itself, it can
break down for the flare-heated plasma. In fact, the latter
shows a marked time evolution, which might invalidate
time-independent calculations. Therefore, caution should
be used in taking the flare-heated plasma diagnostic results.
In order to minimize the effects of postflare plasma evolu-

tion on line ratio diagnostics, we have restricted our analysis
to only ratios in which the two lines have been observed
within 30 minutes of each other. Unfortunately, the scarcity
of density-sensitive line pairs in the flare-heated line data set
has forced us to use lines emitted far away in time, so density
measurements should be treated with caution.

The presence of consecutive stages of ionization allows a
rather accurate temperature diagnostics. Ratios of lines
from Ca, Ti, Cr, Fe, and Ni have been used; other line ratios
were available from Mn and for a few more Fe lines, but
their lines are weak so their ratios have been discarded.
Results are displayed in Figure 7 for the two regions
selected. The start time of the flare is marked with a dashed
line. The ratios used for temperature diagnostics and the
measured temperatures are listed in Table 2.

It is possible to see that there are two distinct plasma tem-
perature regimes along the line of sight in both windows.
Temperature ratios from the cooler ions of our data set (i.e.,
Ca xiv, xv, Ti xv, xvi, Cr xvi, xvii) indicate a constant tem-
perature before and after the flare onset. They seem to indi-
cate that this plasma is disconnected from the flare event
and the postflare plasma. Hotter ions (Fe and Ni ions), on
the other hand, reveal a sharp increase of the electron tem-
perature and an exponential decrease thereafter. Full lines

Fig. 5.—Same as Fig. 3 but for coronal lines observed after the flare onset
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in Figure 7 indicate simple fits to the measured temperature
values. For the cooler, nonflaring plasma we calculated the
simple average of temperature measurements, while a linear
fit has been calculated for the flaring plasma. Results are
reported in Table 3.

Flare plasma density measurements are more scarce. As
discussed by Feldman et al. (2000), N-like ions provide an
excellent diagnostic tool for plasmas in the ð1 5Þ � 106 K
temperature range, and they are used also for the present
work. Line pairs from Ar xii, K iii, and Ca xiv have been
used. Ti xvi is also available, but one of the two lines (the
968.9 Å) is most probably blended and cannot be used. Line
ratios from Fe xix, xx, and xxi are also available, but they
provide conflicting results. Density measurements are listed
in Table 4.

Nonsimultaneously observed lines may provide ambigu-
ous line ratios in the flaring plasma because of its time evolu-
tion. Unfortunately, only a few density-sensitive line pairs
are found in the present data set, and they are all formed by
lines far apart in wavelength and thus observed at different
times. The line pair observed within the shortest time inter-

val is the Fe xix �592/�1328 pair. It indicates an electron
density of the same order as the nonflaring plasma; this value
is much smaller than values reported on several solar and
stellar flares (see the review of Bowyer, Drake, & Vennes
2000). Other measurements from Fe xix and Fe xx seem to
confirm this low density. Only Fe xxi points to high den-
sities, but the time difference between the two lines used is
more than 2 hr, so this measurement is very uncertain. It is
to be noted however that stellar observations can detect only
very strong flares, whose behavior might be intrinsically dif-
ferent from the medium-size flare considered in the present
work. In addition, the stellar observations and other earlier
flare observations estimate the density in the bright low-lying
soft X-ray loops, whereas the SUMER slit region is above
the brightest X-ray loops. Density measurements from a
similar flare-associated coronal loop observed with CDS
have been carried out by Varady, Fludra, & Heinzel (2000),
who also find a density in the 109–1010 cm�3 range.

The similar values of the density in the preflare and flaring
plasmas can be the result of two very different scenarios. In
one case the preflare coronal lines and the hot flare lines are

Fig. 6.—Line-of-sight plasma velocities for active region and flare lines from shortly after the peak of the flare event. Velocities for pixel positions smaller
than pixel 50 for Fe xviii, xx, xxiii and Ni xxiii are affected by instrumental problems and are inaccurate. Vertical lines indicate the two spatial windows
analyzed in detail in xx 4.3–4.6.
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emitted by the same plasma and we must conclude that the
flare did not increase the plasma electron density but only
heated it. The other possibility is that postflare loops have
been generated by the flare itself from cooler preflare
plasma, whose density was lower than that of the preflare
loop structures. In this case, the effect of the flare has been
not only to heat the plasma in the newly formed postflare
loops, but also of increasing its density, consistenty with the
chromospheric evaporation model.

In order to assess the effects of the temporal evolution of
the postflare plasma on the diagnostic results, we have
used the ionization (direct ionization and excitation-
autoionization) and recombination (dielectronic recombi-
nation and radiative recombination) rates fromMazzotta et
al. (1998). These data have been used to provide a rough
estimate of the lifetimes of Fe ions before they recombine or
ionize and to compare them to the rate of cooling of the
plasma shown in Table 3. Results show that for a plasma
with density as shown in Table 4, lifetimes before recombi-
nation range between 5 and 40 s, while lifetimes before ion-
ization range between 3 and 700 s. Fe xxii and Fe xxiii

ionization lifetimes are around 1660 and 3704 s, respec-
tively. All these values are temperature dependent. There-
fore, with the only exception of the two hottest iron ions,

the temperature changes are slower than ionizations and
recombinations, so the plasma can be thought of as evolving
through a series of states of equilibrium. This minimizes the
effects of recombinations in the level population calcula-
tions necessary to evaluate the emissivities of density- and
temperature-sensitive lines. The time delay in observing
density-sensitive lines also introduces another uncertainty,
given by the emission measure evolution, which can signifi-
cantly alter the line ratios. However, in x 4.6 the emission
measure of flaring and nonflaring plasma is shown to vary
slowly with time. Although it is difficult to give a precise esti-
mate of uncertainties in flare densities, we are confident that
they are reliable within a factor 5.

4.4. LineWidth Analysis and NonthermalMassMotions

Equation (1) provides a relationship between the spectral
line widths, the instrumental width, the ion temperature,
and the nonthermal mass motions. The instrumental width
of the SUMER instrument is well known and has been
deconvolved from the measured line widths. These are
determined by fits to the observations.

In carrying out the line fits, we have avoided the use of
line widths that were observed in the 17:55 and 18:00 UT
frames, since they were also broadened by systematic bulk
motions, as discussed by Innes et al. (2001). By doing this,
we discard data for only the Fe xx 721 Å line. In all subse-
quent observations the plasma seems to be at rest; i.e., no
net blue- or redshifts are observed.

The ion temperature was assumed to be equal to the elec-
tron temperature measured in x 4.3. Results of nonthermal
mass motions are displayed in Figure 8. It is possible to see
that the coronal, nonflaring plasma is characterized by a
nonthermal velocity in the 20–35 km s�1 range, in agree-
ment with earlier measurements (i.e., Brosius et al. 2000).
Flare-heated plasma does exhibit higher nonthermal veloc-
ities in the first 1.5 hr after the flare onset. Later on, the non-
thermal velocities in the flaring plasma reach and retain the
coronal values. Even at their peak, nonthermal velocities
that we observed in the postflare plasma were always
smaller than 100 km s�1. This behavior was already noted in
X-ray spectra by Doschek et al. (1980) and Feldman et al.
(1982).

4.5. Energy Considerations

The present data set observed continuously the postflare
plasma for approximately 13,000 s (3.6 hr), during which
the temperature of flare-heated plasma in the two selected
regions decreased by approximately 4� 106 K. By using the
density values measured in x 4.3, it is then possible to make
a qualitative comparison between the energy lost by radia-
tion during the observation and the total change of thermal
energy of the emitting plasma.

The total energy radiated per unit volumeV during a time
interval Dt is given by

Erad

dV
¼ � Tð ÞN2

eDt ergs cm
�3 ; ð2Þ

where � Tð Þ is the total plasma emissivity. To evaluate
Erad=dV we have used the Landi & Landini (1999) radiative
losses, largely based on the CHIANTI database. The Landi
& Landini (1999) � Tð Þ function is nearly constant in the
logT ¼ 6:5 7:0 temperature range, around the value of
6:31� 10�23 ergs cm3 s�1. Landi & Landini (1999) show that

Fig. 7.—Temperature diagnostics using line ratios. Solid lines represent
the fitted values to the flaring and nonflaring plasma temperatures. The
dashed line marks the start of the flare. The measurements and their corre-
sponding ions are listed in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

Temperature Measurements in the Coronal and Flare-heated Plasmas

Window 1 Window 2

Ion

Time

(s) Corona Postflare Corona Postflare

Ti xvi/Ti xv ................... 15:34–15:50 6.59 6.66

Ca xiv/Ca xv ................. 16:32 . . . 6.71

Fe xviii/Fe xix............... 16:05–16:37 6.57 6.68

Fe xix/Fe xvii................ 16:42–16:47 6.60 6.67

Fe xix/Fe xvii................ 16:52 6.51 6.51

Fe xxi/Fe xx.................. 18:06–18:32 6.94 6.95

Ni xxi/Ni xix ................. 18:32–18:44 6.92 6.90

Cr xvii/Cr xviii.............. 18:16–18:44 6.64 6.73

Fe xx/Fe xxii................. 18:49 6.93 6.91

Fe xxi/Fe xxii................ 18:37–18:49 6.92 6.88

Ca xiv/Ca xv ................. 19:20–19:51 6.60 6.62

Fe xxiii/Fe xix............... 19:51–19:57 6.92 6.92

Fe xix/Fe xx.................. 20:02 6.85 6.82

Fe xix/Fe xvii................ 20:02–20:07 6.80 6.81

Fe xx/Fe xvii................. 20:07 6.81 6.80

Fe xvii/Fe xix................ 20:12 6.83 6.83

Fe xvii/Fe xxi................ 20:12 6.81 6.80

Fe xix/Fe xxi................. 20:12 6.80 6.78

Ca xiv/Ca xv ................. 20:44–21:05 6.59 . . .

Fe xix/Fe xxi................. 20:54–20:59 6.77 6.77

Cr xvi/Cr xvii................ 21:15–21:31 6.64 6.65

Note.—Time is from the start of the observation, at 15:24 UT. In case the two lines in a ratio
were not observed simultaneously, the observation times of both lines have been reported.
These measurements are also displayed in Fig. 7.

TABLE 3

Fitted Electron Temperature Values for the Two Selected

Spatial Windows

logTe

(K)

Postflare Plasma: logTe ¼ aþ bt

Window Nonflaring Plasma a b

1.......................... 6.59 � 0.05 7.17 � 0.05 �(2.0 � 0.3) � 10�5

2.......................... 6.66 � 0.05 7.13 � 0.04 �(1.8 � 0.3) � 10�5

Note.—The quantity t is the time, in seconds after the start of the observation.

TABLE 4

Electron Density Measurements from Line Ratios

Ion Ratio Time Window 1 Window 2

Ca xiv .............. 880/943 15:45–15:55 <9.8 <9.9

Ca xiv .............. 580/880 15:45–16:47 . . . 9.9 � 0.1

K iii.................. 945/994 16:00–16:05 9.7 � 0.1 9.5 � 0.1

Ar xii ............... 1018/1054 16:11–16:21 9.5 � 0.1 9.7 � 0.1

Ca xiv .............. 880/943 19:04–19:15 <9.7 <9.7

Ar xii ............... 1018/1054 19:36–19:41 . . . 9.1 � 0.1

Fe xix............... 1118/1328 20:02–20:54 9.5 � 0.1 9.6 � 0.1

592/1328 20:17–20:49 9.2 � 0.2 9.3 � 0.2

Fe xx................ 567/679 20:07–21:05 <11.2 <10.3

Fe xxi............... 786/1354 18:32–20:59 12.2 � 0.1 12.5 � 0.2

Note.—Fe xxi provides different results from Fe xix, xx. The times of
observation of each line in a ratio are also listed, as a parameter for uncertainty in
the derived electron density.



the emissivity is density insensitive to within a few percent in
logT ¼ 6:5 7:0; they also show that � Tð Þ is strongly
dependent on the element abundances in the emitting
plasma: since the � Tð Þ value we use was calculated adopting
the coronal abundances of Feldman (1992), nearly identical
to those in the present plasma, uncertainties in the total
plasma emissivity are minimized.

The total thermal energy loss per unit volume of the
plasma during the duration of the observations analyzed in
the present work is given by

DEth ¼ 3
2 kNeDT ergs cm�3 ; ð3Þ

where k is the Boltzmann constant and DT is the plasma
temperature difference between the onset of the flare and the
end of the observation.

A comparison between the energy lost through radiation
and the change of the thermal energy of the plasma may
indicate the presence of additional heating into the flaring
region. Such a comparison requires an accurate knowledge
of the electron density; however, in x 4.3 only a few rough
measurements of Ne are available. Table 4 shows that the
two regions have similar densities. If we assume that their
density is around Ne ¼ 3� 109 cm�3, consistent with the
Fe xixmeasurements, we see that the plasma thermal energy
has changed by ’2.6 ergs cm�3 during the observed dura-

tion of the flare, while radiative losses amount to ’8.2 ergs
cm�3. In order for the thermal energy change and radiated
energy to be equal, a density of 1� 109 cm�3 is required.

Given the uncertainties in the electron density measure-
ments in the present work, it is not possible to give a defini-
tive conclusion whether the plasma is simply radiatively
cooling or some additional heating process is taking place
during the decay phase. However, present results seem to
suggest the presence of heating.

An independent check on the presence of heating in the
flaring plasma can be carried out by using the thermody-
namic scaling laws of Serio et al. (1991). Assuming that no
heating is present in the postflare loops along the field of
view and that their length is around 2� 1010 cm (obtained
by the EIT images and the assumption of semicircular
geometry), the Serio et al. (1991) model predicts that the
flare decay time is around 1900 s, that is, half an hour. The
fact that the measured temperatures are still much higher
than their preflare values after 30 minutes from the flare
onset seems to suggest that additional heating is present in
the flare plasma. However, it is to be noted that the Serio et
al. (1991) model is based on the Rosner, Tucker, & Vaiana
(1978) loop model, which has been recently criticized by
Aschwanden et al. (1999) and Brkovic et al. (2002).

4.6. Plasma EmissionMeasure

By assuming that the plasma along the SUMER slit line
of sight is isothermal, one can determine the emission meas-
ure of the emitting plasma once the electron temperature
and density are known (Pottasch 1963; Landi, Feldman, &
Dere 2002). These emission measure determinations can be
used to check the accuracy of electron density estimates
given in x 4.3. Electron temperature measurements for the
postflare plasma in Figure 7 are consistent in indicating an
isothermal plasma whose temperature is slowly decaying
from 107 K to the coronal values in active regions
[ð3 4Þ � 106 K]. For the coronal, nonflaring plasma it is
more difficult to provide such a measurement, since the
plasma was shown not to be strictly isothermal. However,
we have assumed for simplicity that the coronal plasma in
each selected region was isothermal, with the average tem-
perature values indicated in Table 3. Emission measures
determined for the coronal plasma therefore should be
taken with more caution; however, the temperature varia-
tions within the various plasma structures in the nonflaring
plasma are not expected to be large, so the effects in the
emission measure should be limited to a certain scatter
around amean value.

Figure 9 displays the emission measure values in the emit-
ting plasma. After the flare onset, measurements obtained
using flare lines are reported as diamonds. It is possible to
see that a slight, steady decrease of the emission measure
with time was present before the flare onset. The effect of the
flare was to separate the plasma along the line of sight into
two different regimes, each having roughly half the preflare
material. By visually inspecting Figure 9, one can say that
the emission measure just before the flare onset was around
the value logEM ¼ 43:6; right after the flare, both separate
plasma regimes indicate a similar mean value of the emis-
sion measure, at around log EM ¼ 43:3. This indicates that
the total amount of plasma along the line of sight has not
changed.

Fig. 8.—Nonthermal mass motion measurements using line widths. The
dashed line marks the start of the flare.
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From the value of the emission measure, it is possible to
give a rough estimate of the average length occupied by the
emitting plasma along the line of sight. The emission meas-
ure can be approximated as

EMh i ¼
Z
V

N2
e dV ’ N2

e AL ; ð4Þ

where A is the area viewed by a single SUMER pixel, Ne is
the plasma average electron density, and L is the average
line-of-sight length. Taking into account the size of a single
SUMER pixel of 100 � 0>99 (slit 2), where 100 ¼ 7:15� 107

cm, and using Ne ¼ 3� 109 cm�3 from the Fe xix, xx line
ratios, we have

A ¼ 5:11� 1015 cm2 ! L ¼ 3:98� 108 cm ¼ 3980 km :

ð5Þ

The average line of sight of the flare region is therefore very
short (’600) if compared with the extension of the emission
of the flare ions along the slit (10000–15000). This result might
suggest that the postflare plasma has a small filling factor
and is confined in magnetic loops.

It is important to note that the high density provided by
Fe xxi would imply an unreasonably short line of sight
(around 15 m only), which is highly unrealistic. The adopted
electron density value instead provides a realistic, though
small, line of sight, thus providing a check on the validity of
the line ratio density measurements.

The abundances we assumed during these measurements
were coronal and come from Landi et al. (2002). The emis-
sion measure measurements carried out in this section are
sensitive to changes in the relative abundance of the ele-
ments under consideration. Therefore, systematic differen-
ces between emission measure values provided by different
elements can help in detecting changes in the chemical com-
position of the flaring plasma. Since we did not find any
systematic discrepancy in our emission measure values, we
conclude that the chemical composition of the flaring
plasma has not changed from the preflare values.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The present work provides detailed quantitative informa-
tion on the physical evolution of the flare plasma and of the
ambient coronal plasma, by measuring plasma motions,
nonthermal velocities, temperature, density, and emission
measure as a function of time.

The absence of line-of-sight motions after 10 minutes
(two spectral frames) from the flare onset indicates that no
net flow is present. The rapid decrease of plasma motions is
in agreement with other SUMER results (Kliem et al. 2002)
but contradicts CDS observations of downflows and
upflows after 1 hr from the impulsive flare (Czaykowska et
al. 1999). The sudden increase of the nonthermal velocities
observed after the onset can be due to increased turbulence
in the flare plasma, that decays in less than 2 hr, or to ener-
getic particles that are impulsively released and ionize and
heat the loops very quickly. After this, nonthermal velocities
reach the preflare values. Similar behavior and timescales
were observed by Doschek et al. (1980) and Feldman et al.
(1982).

The decrease in the electron temperature of the emitting
plasma is rather slow, confirming the results summarized by
Doschek (1990) from several different flares. On the other
hand, electron density measurements in the flare plasma
provide results smaller by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude from
those obtained in stellar flares (Bowyer et al. 2000),
although they agree with more recent estimates from CDS
(Varady et al. 2000). The density values in the coronal ambi-
ent plasma across the whole observation and in the flare
plasma are similar. However, it is not possible to determine
whether the emitting plasma has been condensed from low-
density plasma (Ne � 109 cm�3) into postflare loops or con-
sists of the preflare structured plasma that has been only
heated during the flare process.

The comparison between radiative losses and the change
in thermal energy content of the postflare plasma has sug-
gested that some additional heating is required to balance
the radiative losses. However, uncertainties in the electron
density of the postflare plasma prevent a definitive conclu-
sion on this point and allow us only to say that the amount
of required heating is smaller than 6 ergs cm�3. We cannot
rule out the possibility that the plasma is simply radiatively
cooling.

By studying data from imagers and coronagraphs, as well
as SUMER data, Innes et al. (2001) speculated that the flare

Fig. 9.—Plasma emission measure as a function of time. The dashed line
marks the onset of the flare. Diamonds indicate measurements for the flare-
heated plasma.
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observed with SUMER was generated by the interaction of
an incoming shock wave with a preexisting active region
loop system, disrupting it, accelerating the loop material,
and leaving behind heated and apparently unshifted
material. The accelerated loop material became part of a
large partial halo CME. The incident shock wave was gener-
ated at lower altitudes. The present analysis does not allow
us to determine whether the Innes et al. (2001) picture of the
passage of a shock wave is true. However, if we accept this
assumption, the present analysis allows us to draw a clearer
picture of the plasma evolution. The passage of the shock
wave cancels the previous loop configuration of the active
region, marked by the spiky appearance of line intensity
along the slit in Figure 3, and relocates the coronal plasma
emission (Ca xiv, xv, Fe xvii, Ne ix) toward the south (Fig.
5). In place of the disrupted loops, structured plasma with
temperatures of the order of 107 K appears (Fig. 4). Thus,
the brightest preflare plasma along the line of sight has been
reorganized and strongly heated. The presence of residual
weak coronal emission cospatial to the postflare plasma
indicates that some residual plasma at preflare temperatures
is still present along the line of sight, with moderate if any
structuring. Probably this coronal plasma comes from
regions outside the active region complex.

The emission measure analysis allows us to investigate
the change of material along the line of sight. Innes et al.

(2001) demonstrate that the flare activity disrupts and
accelerates the preflare active region complex, but the
present results show that the total amount of material
after the passage of the shock wave has not changed and
is evenly distributed between the coronal and postflare
temperature regimes. The emission measure of these two
distinct plasmas is roughly equal and is one-half the pre-
flare one. Therefore, new plasma must have replaced the
plasma ejected into the CME. Since the total emission
measure remains constant, the new material must be
brought into the SUMER field of view during or shortly
after the CME onset.
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